GIMLearn Call for Submissions FAQs

What type of content can I submit to GIMLearn?

For this inaugural call for submissions for GIMLearn, we are seeking content focused on the personal and professional development of GIM professionals, and content that will benefit GIM professionals, particularly educators, when teaching clinical skills.

A submission can be didactic content, which includes sessions, workshops and even multi-module content that is focused on presenting information directly to a learner.

Alternatively, you can submit curriculum content. This may include toolkits, teaching guides or multi-module content that is focused on providing information, curriculum, or training of educators.

When is the submission deadline?

All submissions must be completed by Tuesday, June 20th @ 11:59am EST.

Who is able to submit?

For this inaugural call for submissions for GIMLearn, the submitting author must be an SGIM member.

Will I need to pay a submission fee?

No. This inaugural call for submissions will not require any submission fees.

How do I submit?

Go to this link: https://sgimlearn.abstractcentral.com/login

You will need to begin by creating a ScholarOne profile/login. If you already have one please do not create another, you can simply sign in.

We suggest that you begin by reviewing all the information provided PRIOR to creating a submission, as we have created a variety of resources and information that will tell you what is expected, what you need, and how a submission will be reviewed and selected.
Once you login to the platform, you can navigate to the SUBMISSION tab and click CREATE A SUBMISSION.

Be sure you SAVE along the way. This will allow you to leave and return without losing any of your previously submitted information.

Am I required to complete a disclosure of financial relationships?

Yes, all authors on all submissions are required to complete the disclosure portion of the submission. The platform will require all who login to complete their disclosure first.

All co-authors added to a submission are required to complete a disclosure.

A submission will not go into peer-review unless all authors have completed a disclosure.

If you find that you need to revise your disclosure, you can simple login, navigate to your name at the top right corner, click the drop down and go to Disclosures. You can review what you’ve entered and make any changes that may be required.

What happens after I submit content? When will I receive a response?

Following the June 20th submission deadline, all content will be peer-reviewed, using the GIMLearn Rubrics.

All those who submit content by June 20th, will receive a notification by August 7, 2023.

How will content be evaluated for inclusion into GIMLearn?

All content will be peer reviewed, using the GIMLearn Rubrics. Click here to review the Rubrics.

What are the benefits/value of submitting content to GIMLearn?

GIMLearn is intended as platform for GIM professionals to share and learn from your colleagues.

- Submit content to share with your colleagues
- Publish scholarly work for your own career development and promotion
- Foster lifelong learning
What are the benefits of accessing content from GIMLearn?

- Content developed for and by the community of general internists
- Resource for lifelong learning and self-directed learning e.g., career development
- Source for content materials for teaching to diverse audiences
- Showcase a community of like-minded content creators
- Resource to obtain CME and MOC credits

How is GIMLearn unique from other resources such as MedEdPortal?

GIMLearn content focuses on a variety of content pertinent to general internists along the different career paths e.g. clinician educators, investigators, administrators, or community-based clinicians.

MedEdPortal tends to have a broad mandate to submit “innovative and generalizable educational materials that have been implemented with targeted learners with the aim of helping to improve patient care.” ([https://www.mededportal.org/about/journalinformation](https://www.mededportal.org/about/journalinformation))